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Meads Mill Students Balance Academics and the Arts!

Let’s give it up for the musicians who participated in Solo & Ensemble! Any Meads Mill student in band,
across all grades, were given the option to perform in Solo & Ensemble that took place at Livonia Franklin High
School on February 10th. Solo & Ensemble, an opportunity for individual/group students to perform a selection of
their own to a judge for a ranking, requires personal time and effort. It provides the young musicians motivation to
practice and promotes confidence. The students, now more comfortable with their musicianship, perform superiorly
and contribute more to the band as a whole. The soloist or ensemble performs their music and the judge evaluates them
on a scale of 1-5, ‘1’ being the greatest. Out of the 19 students that participated from Meads Mill, all of them won a
‘1’ or a ‘2’ and received medals!
Wind Symphony and Concert Band, or the 8th grade band, worked tirelessly day after day, and kept in mind
one goal- to win a ‘1’, the highest ranking, in band festival. Band and Orchestra Festival, the event where a band performs 3 pieces of music to 3 judges and receives feedback and a ranking from professional judges, took place on
March 8th in Franklin High School! The three pieces the band is required to perform for adjudication are a march, a
piece from the MSBOA’s required list and a piece of the director’s choice. The required list is broken down based on
the group’s classification which is based on the population of the school. The ensemble additionally has to perform a
sight reading piece which they’ve never seen before and have to execute the music in 5 minutes after seeing it. The
ranking, is from 1-5, ‘1’ serving as the highest score. The overall rating is computed using a formula which combines
the ratings of each of the 3 judges ratings. Previously, the band performed excellently at Northville High for the PreFestival which served as a trial run and for the band to recognize their strengths and weaknesses. Mrs. Taylor,
the hard-working band director of Meads Mill, states that, “Meads Mill has a tradition for over 15 years of going to band festival and performing with high marks. It is an exciting process to participate and it is always
helpful to receive feedback from trained musicians.” The Meads Mill 8th grade band won an overall ‘2’ with a
sight reading score of ‘1’. Congrats to the musicians who participated.
~ Smrithi Kattethota– Staff Writer
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The Meads Mill Family
“Each of us is a unique strand in the intricate web of life and here to make a contribution.”
― Deepak Chopra

Take a voyage down to E-3 and meet the new
ELA teacher at Meads Mill, Mrs. Heitzman. Her family
includes her husband, Dirk, and her three daughters: Lynn,
Erin, and Kelly. They own a black lab, named Bella. Mrs.
Heitzman grew up in Clarkston, Michigan and attended
college at Michigan Tech, Central Michigan University,
and the University of Michigan.
Teaching is actually Mrs. Heitzman’s second career! She used to be an engineer and managed a global
team which started new automobile plants in foreign countries. She graduated with her teaching credentials and
started teaching 10 years ago. Before teaching at Meads
Mill, Mrs. Heitzman taught at Hillside and Amerman. She
says, “In elementary, I was taller than all my students, and
now I’m not!”
Mr. and Mrs. Umbarger
Mrs. Heitzman’s favorite memory of teaching was
an Iditarod unit she did at Amerman for March is Reading
Mr. and Mrs. Heitzman with girls: Kelly, Lynn, and Erin
Month, when the third-graders would compete to read the
most laps. Her favorite part of teaching is. “When you can tell working with a student, when it clicks. The ‘aha’
moment.”
Her favorite book when she was younger was the Jungle Book and still is. A hidden talent she has is that she makes
porcelain dolls. She takes them from molds, cleans, paints, and sews clothes for them. Her hobbies include porcelain
doll making, working out, traveling, and sports, such as golf and tennis. A typical Saturday night for her would be
watching football or movies. A couple activities on her bucket list include: traveling to Ireland and Australia, skydiving, swimming with dolphins, and going to the Labor Day Mackinac Bridge Walk. We wish Mrs. Heitzman the best of
luck!
~Ava Chang, Staff Writer
You may have noticed Mrs. Pascual, or Mrs. Anderson walking ar ound in the halls, but have you ever
wondered what they teach? Or what they do in our building? Mrs. Pascual and Mrs. Anderson are Resource Room
teachers. They work with kids who might have special needs or trouble learning. Mrs. Pascual and Mrs. Anderson teach the common core
subjects (math, science, English, and social studies) to their students,
and they can also help with electives. Though they teach multiple students at once, each student has a different lesson plan or goal, so that
they can get all the help that they might need.
Mrs. Anderson has two daughters, one in ninth grade and one
in sixth grade. She also has an exchange student from Germany this
Mrs. Pascual and Mrs. Anderson
year. “I’m a dance mom,” she says, “that pretty much consumes most
of my time!” Mrs. Anderson is also a vegetarian. Her husband is a
public safety commander, which is the equivalent of a police officer.
Mrs. Pascual has three young children: a two year old daughter, a four year old son in preschool, and a seven year old son in second grade. Mrs. Pascual likes to play games, hang out with cousins,
Mrs. Pascual and Mrs. Anderson
and go up north with her family.
Mrs. Anderson has been working at Meads for 10 years, and Mrs.
Pascual has been here for 12 years. Their favorite part of their job is seeing individual growth in their students. They
have fewer students, so they get to know them really well. They get to form relationships with their students and the
students’ parents.
“There’s a lot that we do that people don’t realize. We’re just a different type of teacher. We like working together, and we plan to continue for a very long time.” Mrs. Pascual and Mrs. Anderson do a lot for our school and our
students, and we’re happy that they’re here with us at Meads!
~Alyssa Bachert, Staff Writer

.
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Their Style, Or Yours?
The Peer Pressure Debate
Chethan Magnan
PRO
The connotation of the words “peer pressure” usually conjure
up images of cyber and physical bullying, so much that society frowns
upon the mere idea of peer pressure. However, peer pressure actually
covers far more than usually perceived. In addition to the negatives, peer
pressure can impact the lives of “supposed victims” in other ways. It can
provide help for young people depending on who’s in charge, what decisions they make, and how the group reacts. Peer pressure can positively
impact young people because it can help influence academics and sports
choices, may guide people toward healthy choices, and it beckons young
people to further participate in their community.
In academia, students are encouraged to take up methods to
help with organization, study skills, and overall self improvement in
certain subjects. These three keys to education grow from peer pressure.
However, peer pressure via education usually comes up when students
drop out and join gangs with other previous scholars. On the other hand,
peer pressure allows students to organize, study and improve together by
working as a group. In middle school, students tend to ask those more
experienced and proficient in that skill for help, allowing them to help
others with their strengths, and gain help for their weaknesses. This allows the entire class to grow, and helps raise test scores. Athletes also
apply to this logic, as runners move and race more often if they run with,
or are pressured by, better athletes who they respect and listen to.
Participation in athletics exposes students to other like-minded
athletes focused on success. Athletes are exposed to multiple influences
from the outside world. These can include the horrors of steroids for
muscle enhancement and growth, alcohol and drugs from travelling to
different places for meets, and overbearing pressure mixed with the possibilities of depression. At the end of this seemingly dark tunnel of athleticism, peer influence can bring a bright light full of positives. These
include; healthy tips from peer coaches, frequent fitness with friends
which boosts self esteem and decreases depression, and working as a
team, providing students with the support they need to succeed.
Finally, peer pressure can influence students to spend more
time in their community. Although crime, illegal substances, and violence can result from student expansion, the idea of letting students express themselves may also lead to other, helpful ways in which they
change their communities. First, students can take a small assignment,
such as a group project of their choice, from a teacher, and, with the right
push, use that idea to change their world. Students do this by helping out
and working together. Students working in isolation would not receive
harm or help from peer pressure. The Boy Scouts of the United States of
America accomplish most of their acts of kindness as a unit, and these
people band together by one person leading a change. Is that not peer
pressure, if a person asks others to follow in their footsteps?
Therefore, peer pressure can change the course of academics and
sports, increase a student’s healthy choices, and allow kids to increase
participation in their community. We must expand our outlook on society, to understand and cope with the changes around us. Students change
depending on others. We need not blame the student, but instead change
the source. If we do not believe or respect something, we must explain,
to provide future generations with the knowledge to prosper throughout
the world. This dark chasm of death changes upon perception, and I ask
you, dear reader, how will you look upon the darkness in the world?
“The Pros and Cons of Peer Pressure.” LearnPick, www.learnpick.com/blog/the-pros-andcons-of-peer-pressure.

Audrey Zhang
CON
Peer pressure proves damaging to adolescents. In fact, peer pressure
may detriment one's choices, behavior, and health, physically and mentally, despite some benefits. In my opinion, the influence of peers is
more negative than positive. It hampers an adolescent's developments in
academics or extracurricular activities, strips the adolescent of his/her
identity, and increases the chance of depression.
First of all, peer pressure obstructs a teenager's progress in academics and extracurricular activities. Some students think school is "not
cool", and try to persuade their friend to ditch classes, shirk school responsibilities, or engage in other social forms of entertainment. The
teenager, once a straight "A" student, follows her friends in order to
please them and suddenly loses her grip on school. On the flip side,
peers' outstanding achievements may lead a teenager to feel pressured
that she has to work just as hard and perform even better. While this can,
at times, motivate the teenager, it often induces stress and jealousy,
which may cause the teenager to perform even more poorly than before.
These examples show that regardless of whether the peer's performance
is good or poor, peer pressure's work can be harmful.
Moreover, peer pressure may strip teenagers of her identity. One's
individuality is the most important value of life that one should keep
alive. Without it, one may feel exposed and vulnerable. Unfortunately,
peer pressure can result in loss of identity. A teenager may feel compelled to follow her peers because she thinks that the decisions are right.
Many times, though, these decisions mislead the teenager. She soon
adopts the peers' interests, tastes, and even way of life, leading her to
lose her own tastes. For example, girls in particular tend to dress correspondingly if they see a peer start a new trend. Even if this "hot" style
makes a girl waddle like a penguin from squeezing into skinny jeans, she
may nonetheless continue sporting the fashion just because others are
doing so. Peer pressure might also allow teenagers to be controlled by
others' choices, which can lead to devastating consequences.
Lastly, and probably most shockingly, peer pressure increases the
chances of depression and other mental health issues. Depression is a
medical condition that can lead to severe impairments, including suicidal
thoughts. The Center for Discovery, a mental health treatment center,
states that about 20% of all teens experience depression before they
reach adulthood. According to Secure Teen, an organization that protects teenagers' well-beings, one of the biggest causes of depression is
right on the home front: peer pressure. If teenagers are unable to fulfill
their desire to fit in with the "cool" kids, they may think that they are
"not good enough". The constant pressure to fit in, gain approval, and
"improve" themselves overwhelms teenagers and ultimately leads to
depression, low self-esteem, and anxiety. In the end, the activities that
teens decide to participate in to please their peers will backfire on the
teenagers' (and peers') health and happiness.
Peer pressure's harmful effects evidently undermine its positives.
Academic and extracurricular development is hindered, identity may be
lost, and depression can be caused. Bruce Lee, the famous martial master, once said, "I'm not in this world to live up to your expectations and
you're not in this world to live up to mine." He was determined that he
was not going to succumb to peer pressure, and adolescents should not
either. Adolescents need to be informed of and shielded against the
many negatives of peer pressure. Don't yield to peer pressure!
http://www.thecenterfordiscovery.org/
https://aptparenting.com/peer-pressure-statistics
https://aptparenting.com/negative-positive-effects-of-peer-pressure
http://www.sageday.com/blog/peer-pressure-and-depression-in-teenagers

“OK2SAY.” OK2SAY - OK 2 Say, www.michigan.gov/ok2say.

.
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5 by 5: Express Your Opinion! Teacher Edition
Mrs. Jary –6th

If you had the
chance for a do
over– what
would you do?

Mrs. Masi -7th

Newscaster/ Medical
reporter or a Research
specialty shop scientist
owner

What are your Yoga,
hobbies?
walking,
reading,

Mrs. Nugent –6-8

Mr. Rohrhoff– 8th Mr. Chabot–8th

Own and
entrepreneur accountant
operate a glass
company

Paddleboarding

Free Uber driver Coaching
for her daughter football and
and her
basketball
daughter’s friend

Kayaking,
hiking, any
outdoor
activities

Justin
Timberlake

Chris
Hemsworth

Cameron Diaz

swimming,
yearbook

basketball and football and
basketball
flute

Mr. Masi

My mother

paddleboarding

Who is your
Celebrity
Crush?

Only One??
Matthew
McConaughey

What clubs or swimming
activities were
you a part of in
middle school?
Who is Your
Hero?

My parents

Jenifer
Aniston

baseball, football, computer
club, theatre
crew

My grandfather Mr. Rohrhoff
because he
knows the
definition of
slope intercept

~Aaron Daudert, Staff Writer
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~Ania Sczepanski is the photojournalist for the Patriot Press.

Head to Head

I can’t remember much, back in the days, when my polish was flawless and clean, but I do happen to remember the first time I came into this world. At first, I heard this obnoxious squeaking noise that
suddenly woke me up with a jolt, and caused a blinding light to flood into my eyes. I took a look around and
saw a man wiping me off with a rag. It seemed as though I was in some sort of factory, as there were many
heavy looking vehicles parked about the building. I was loaded into one of those vehicles with a bunch of
other odd looking things, that I later learned were something called “football helmets.” They all came in a
variety of colors and designs, uniquely defined with different patterns and logos splashed upon their metallic
covers. At this point in time, I did not know that I, too, was also painted with many different colors. The colors I bore represented two different middle schools: Meads Mill, and Cooke. Both of these schools were in
the same school district, and had been each other’s main rival for football. My job was to wait each year for
them to play their annual football game, and the champion was allowed to take me to their school to display
as a sorta trophy. I would stay at that school, where ever they decided to put me, until the next year, when
the process would repeat all over again.
On the first year of my duty, in 1997, the game resulted with a Cooke victory, which lead me over to
Cooke Middle School. Not only did Meads Mill not win it the first year, but they also lost the first four
games while I was in circulation. Meads Mill finally won me in 2001 for the first time, and kept me for the
next four years. Hillside finally won me back in 2005, eight years after I was created. After 2005, Hillside
only kept me for another year, lost me again, and didn’t win against Meads Mill until 2010. After that,
Hillside didn’t stand a chance, and kept losing for five straight years in a row.
Unfortunately, in 2015, kids seemed to lose interest in playing football for their school, which didn’t
generate a big enough team for each individual school, forcing them to combine teams. This brought an end
to my excitement about which school would be honored with my presence. Since I was already at Meads
Mill, that is where I continue to happily rest in my little glass showcase, next to all of the school’s trophies. I
miss having the two schools compete against each other very much. It may not be a huge deal to the outside
world, or even some of the students, but to me, it was the only thing I ever looked forward to. I stand ready
for a renewed rivalry with Hillside and hope that in the future years to come, the love of middle school football increases, so that once again, our two schools can compete fierce, tough, and, most importantly, proud.
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MEET YOUR FELLOW PATRIOT!!
~Chase Currie, Staff Writer

Have you ever wanted to travel to Scotland? Well, Scarlett Priebe boarded a plane on
March 22nd and headed for the northern part of The United Kingdom. It’s not a vacation, instead, she is competing in the Irish
Dancing World Championship.
When she was just five years old, Scarlett
decided to try something new and began Irish Dancing. She enjoys Irish Dancing because it is very different from other sports, and it makes her stronger,
physically and mentally. She dances at the Ardan
Academy in Taylor, Mi.
Irish dancing is a very competitive sport. It
involves a regular competition called a “Feis,” where
girls from all over the area meet to compete for medals. Scarlett won sixth place in the Mid-American
and seventh in North American competitions and has
qualified to enter again this year. The Worlds for
Irish Dancing is an International Competition, and
Scarlett was placed in the top five percent. Scarlett’s
most important goal for each competition is to place
at the top half of all the dancers. She feels that competing at Worlds is nerve racking, but overall an excellent experience. May the luck of the Irish be with
you, Scarlett!

The Spice Life
`Elizabeth Hartigan, Staff Writer

Rosemary, Not Just a Pretty Name!
Rosemary, though not only known for its amazing scent, has other unusual uses to solve the stinkiest
of problems. Many of these crazy home remedies help create a splendid smelling home, control pests, and
even as a decoration.
One unusual use for rosemary is essential oil. “Rosemary in essential oil form has great restorative
powers. It’s great for restoring dry hair, so why not make yourself a home treatment from scratch?” says Augusta Satz. Rosemary can be a great remedy for dry or undernourished hair. Why waste hundreds of dollars
on hair products that DON’T work, when you should try this homemade remedy in the comfort of your own
home?
Another unique use for rosemary is as a natural pain reliever. Strange as it must seem, rosemary can
help ease the pain of heartburn and intestinal gas when enjoyed as a tea. In fact, The German Commission E,
has approved rosemary to lessen the severity of toothaches, headaches, and joint or muscle pain, too!
We all know how much of a nuisance pests and bugs can be, so why not try adding a bit of rosemary
by each door or window to repel a variety of insects from invading your home. Rosemary works so well as a
pest deterrent that even placing a bit of this fancy plant in your cupboards can ward off irritating rodents.
Other cute, ornamental ideas include using rosemary for a decoration. Try stringing rosemary into
wreath, it makes a perfect holiday decoration, that’s fun and easy! What about cards extravaganza? Try hot
gluing a piece of rosemary to each of your cards, and let the aroma and beautiful look do the rest! Many other
ideas include; candles, party favors, and even herbal sprays!
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BOOK REVIEW - Skin and Other Scary Stories

By: Roald Dahl
Jayee Judgements
In the last publication we discussed about The Adventures of Oz, this time we are going to review a book called Skin and Other Scary
Stories. Yes, that is the title. The book was published in 2000 by Puffin Books and is collection of 11 stories. The path through our book is full of
quirky twists and spooky endings. It did, does, and continues to leave readers on the edge of their seat. We will reveal you two different points of
view. Then YOU can decide if you want to read this book or not.
PRO

CON

This book in my opinion was a good book, but it was
not the scary surprise I thought it would be. It was a
good read with very interesting and intriguing stories.
My favorite story was Dip in the Pool because in this
book, the narrator is on a traveling ship. Each day,
they bet money to see how far the ship goes each day
and the narrator makes a high bet. He predicted that
the ship would not travel that far because of the weather conditions. At night, though, he hears that ship traveling at a steady pace and he goes outside. When outside, he sees the water is clear and he makes a plan. In
this plan, he decides when someone comes outside on
the deck he would jump off and they would tell the
captain to go back to get him. This would reduce the
distance the ship traveled and he would win. An old
lady comes out and when he jumps off the ship, the
lady tells another person that a young man just jumped
off to take a “swim.” The other lady, however, thinks
that the old lady is crazy and takes her inside leaving
the man in the water. This story is captivating because
of its suspense.
The next one of my favorite stories in this book is
The Surgeon. I liked this story because out of all the
other stories it is the most unique. After a surgeon
named Robert Sandy saves one of the princes of Saudi
Arabia and helps him recover, he receives a diamond
as a gift. He goes straight to the jeweler and finds out
it is worth more than half a million dollars. He goes
home and tells his wife, but they realize that they are
going away for the weekend to a friend’s house. They
decide to leave the diamond at home, but they put in a
vase of water and freeze it, camouflaging the diamond. When they get back they find their rooms in a
clutter. They find the vase with the water, but no diamond. The story quickly changes to another point of
view and there is a plot twist that shows how small our
world really is.
Overall, I would rate this book a 4 out of 5 because it had great stories that are packed with interesting tales and astonishing endings to read Even though
the book was not a scary surprise, the book will keep
you entertained, engrossed and amused.

Do you like scary plots that will keep you on the edge
of your seat? Do you enjoy surprising twists and suspense? Then Skin and other Scary Stories is not for you.
This book is nothing more than a disappointment. I recommend you not to read this book. However, if you don’t
believe me then I will spend the next two minutes
explaining why.
First of all, it consists of many short stories and each
one not relating to each other at all. Each story is too
short to even have any affect or suspense. They all have
completely weird and not scary but disappointing plots.
Some of the plots are disturbing and ridiculous.
One of the worst stories in this book is probably Lamb
to the Slaughter. This book is very disturbing and dumb.
Though the main character was smart, the rest of the characters in the story were dull-witted and ignorant. The
woman starts off cooking dinner for her husband, but she
gets angry at him for messing up with a deal and kills
him! She grabbed a frozen lamb leg and swings it at the
back of his head. The woman doesn’t want to go to jail, so
she pretends that she didn’t do it and calls the cops saying
that she came home and saw him dead. To hide the evidence she offers the cops something to eat. She gives
them the lamb leg that she killed her husband with. And,
they end up eating the evidence. This part was very disgusting and I wanted to throw up.
The next story that I thought was vacuous was Skin. A
poor man walked into a store and asked an artist to tattoo
a picture on his back. Later, he went to a museum and
saw the artist and he decided to show off his tattoo on his
back. A rich man saw this picture and wanted it, but it
was tattooed on the man’s back. He offered the man all
riches in the world for the man to stay at his house so he
could have the picture next to him. After that the poor
man was never seen again, but the picture hung proud.
If I would rate this book, it would probably be a two
out of five because it was not interesting, but confusing
and elusive. It was very disappointing in many ways. The
book was not scary or suspenseful.
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Patriots Take Flight!
Articles on sports, clubs and events here at Meads!
Getcha’ Head in the Game
~Katie Ziparo, Staff Writer

“Getcha’ head in the game,” Tr oy Bolton said in High School M usical. He was a star in
the theater but, like our boys, he was also a star on the court. The seventh grade boys basketball team, lead by
Coach Turner, went undefeated this year. Their skills allowed them to dominate most games by at least twenty points. Not only did they perform well individually, but they performed as a team. Coach Turner said, “The
team came together and never stopped believing in each other, which is crucial for any team, and our team
went undefeated so we proved that.” Coach Turner says, “This group of players can be really successful if
they keep working hard on their skills and don't take a ton of time off.”
The eighth grade team, lead by Coach Rohrhoff, went eight and two this year. A highlight of the season was the game against Parker Middle School in Howell when, after break, the team battled throughout the
game to win in overtime. “Everyone was looking to do whatever they could to help the team succeed. It is always fun to coach a group that puts the team’s success before their own,” Coach Rorhoff described the teams
collaboration. Some last advice he has for the boys heading off to the high school is, “Basketball is a very
competitive sport at the high school. Continue to work hard every day if you want to be successful.” Keep
working Patriots, and congratulations on a great season!
The Unbeatable Cross Country Team is Back!
~Laura Cencer, Staff Writer

The Meads Mill Cross Country Team continues to str ive towar d the gold! For the second
time, this astonishing team of hard-working runners had an unbeatable season. The boys won all five
meets and were the Chelsea Bulldog Invitational Champions. The boy’s varsity team vanquished the
KLAA divisional meet with an impeccable score of twenty-nine. They led in first, far lower than the
second place’s score, of forty-eight points. The boys JV team in the divisional had a score of sixty-one,
and because of all of their hard work and determination, they placed into the top three. The top runners in
the Boy’s Varsity were Brian McCallum, Max Potrzeba, Will Eby, Mason Niu, and Jack Gattoni. Brian
McCallum crossed the finish line with third place in just eleven minutes and thirty-six seconds. Max Potrzeba earned fifth, Will Eby received sixth, Mason Niu finished seventh, and Jack Gattoni attained eighth.
The girls conquered all five meets as well! Their varsity team for the KLAA divisional had an amazing score of sixty-seven, and won third place with perseverance and grit. The girls Junior Varsity team got a
score of ninety-eight and made it into the top five, earning fourth place. Top female runners were Ella
Blackmore, who accomplished third place, and Gina Couyoumjian, who secured fourth. Emma Munro
scored eleventh and Julia Huang received nineteenth. Newcomers, Avery Peters and Lily Connors also performed a exceptional job. Coach Wickens, one of the Cross Country coaches, remarked, "This season's 8th
graders were the best leaders and [the] most talented group I ever coached. I was very fortunate to end my
twenty-year coaching career on such a positive note." Awesome job to the Meads Mill Cross Country Team
for another outstanding season!
Drama Club
Griffin Artinian~ Staff Writer

Looking for a super fun activity? Love to act, sing and play the par ts of amazing char acters? Try the Drama Club! The drama club is open to all grades, and takes place before school from 7:30 to
8:00 on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Come to C-17 and join in the fun! You may ask, “Who leads the Drama
Club?” Well, Mr. Umbarger of course! And don’t worry about “not fitting in,” all you need is an imagination, and the will to try something new! Be brave and join the drama club!
When joining you may ask what happens during the drama club. During the drama club you will
participate in activities such as playing improv games, singing, group activities like creating a mini play
and putting together parts to create a bigger play. Choir is just straight learning a song and performing it
but drama is so much more involving lots of acting, singing and some dancing. Come ready to have fun!
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Robotics
~Saket Kulkarni, Staff Writer

The whir of motors, the churning of gears, and student gr it and per sever ance car r ied
many teams to the robotic state championships. The robots moved with life sending color sensors and claws everywhere to grab the win. The FTC is a national club in which students from all
over the country compete to build a robot, from scratch, and program it to be autonomous or listen to remote commands.
The previous year's challenge involved a period which the team drives their robot with controllers that
they programed and an autonomous portion where the robot had to do it by it self. One task it should be able
to do is to pick cubes up and place them in a crypto box. Another part of the challenge was to knock down a
‘jewel’, a colored wiffle ball, of the other team’s to get point. But this can only be done in the autonomous
period, so it needs to be able to distinguish which ball to knock down, as your teams ‘jewel’ is right next to it.
Other requirements included that the robot was created to perform various other tasks including being a team
worker.
The teams first had to create a base for the robot and then later build attachments to go with it. Grants
given by companies like Ford or GM, to empower the field of STEM, provided enough money to buy the resources needed to build a successful robot. Almost simultaneously, they had to program the future robot and
edit the code each time the robot tweaks and changed. With many setbacks along the way, the teams had to
build a well working autonomous creation, which both of our Meads Mill teams did. After the extremely onerous process of building the robot, the robot needed to work with another group to be able to get the most
points. Without another team, the robot will be unable to compete.
After all of this, the team go to states, where there are up to triple the teams then Nationals. Both
teams from Meads Mill, the Omega Bots and the Killer Coders, reached the state level. They later both had
close losses, and could not reach Nationals. These students from the Omega Bots and the Killer Coders deserve a round of applause for their creativity and regional surpassing robots. For all creative engineers, join
robotics to show off and learn your skills!
Forensics 101
~Hannah Campbell, Staff Writer

Do you enjoy public speaking, debate, and theatre? Do you like competing against other s? If
you answered “yes” to at least one of these questions then Forensics is the club for you! Forensics is an afterschool club of competitive acting and public speaking run by Mead’s Mill’s very own, eighth grade English
teacher, Ms. Sandiha. The overarching goal of the program is to foster effective and confident communication which will strengthen students in all areas of life. Forensics itself is divided into two categories; Public
Address and Interpretive Speaking. Within each of these categories, there are thirteen lesser categories. The
categories of Forensics range from the interpretive performance of a play, short story, or poem to the performance of a student written speech of an informative or competitive nature. When performing a Forensics
piece, students may perform a solo piece or participate in a duo group. Students compete for grades ranging
from 1-6 in the different categories and they decide the categories in which they will perform.
By joining this club, your eye contact, clarity of speech, impromptu speaking ability, and memorization skills will dramatically improve while you have fun at the same time. The end result is that you will
grow in confidence and become more comfortable speaking in public. This club meets on Monday afternoons
in Room C10 . This club is open to all grades and no previous theatre or debate experience is required. There
are about 10 students currently participating in Forensics. Students are able to join in February and March as
long as they can be ready for the competition in April. The club has one big state competition on April 21st at
Bloomfield Hills High school. Consider joining the Forensics Club today or think about it for next year!
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Just Keep Swimming
~Kaylei Harrison, Staff Writer

The Patriots made a splash this swimming season with many exciting wins and losses.
The Patriots started off their season on November 30th with a win against Stevenson 11935. The team then lost a close meet 80-84 against Scranton. Their next event was a success
as the Patriots beat Ore Creek 95-69. Patriots once again dominated the competition by beating Franklin
140-27. Finally, Meads Mill won at the end of the season with a close match against Howell, ending in 8683.
Thereafter, our Patriot’s streak ended. The Patriots suffered a defeat by Howell 81-88 and lost their
final meet of the season on January 17th to Hillside 75-92. Despite the loss, the Patriots continued on to the
Walled Lake Invitational and won 2nd place! Swimmer Lauren Sprow was willing to be interviewed about
her time on the team. “It was a great experience and I loved it.” She shared . When asked about her view on
the coaches, Mrs. Hart and Mr. Gomez she stated, “They're great coaches, and they want us to do our best
and have fun, while still having us work hard to improve.” Coach Gomez was also willing to be interviewed.
He mentioned, “My favorite part of coaching the team is getting to know the students outside of the classroom. At meets and practices some people are more comfortable and let their true personalities
shine.” Congratulations to another amazing season swimmers!

Happy Yet?
Happiness Around the World
~ Akshaya Kannikeswaran, Staff Writer

Live, Laugh, Love. Thr ee wor ds meant to expr ess the human ideal of happiness
being found wherever we can. In my experience, happiness is when my parents let me sleep over at
someone’s house or when I win something, but around the world, happiness can stem from getting access to clean water to adding a 400th pair of boots to your shoe collection. Taking a look at happiness
rates of countries requires an adventure into the minds and lives of the people living there.
Currently, the ranking of the top four happiest countries goes to Norway, Denmark, Iceland and
Switzerland. All of the top four countries rank highly on each of the main factors found to support happiness: love, freedom, generosity, honesty, health, income, and good governance. Norway moves to the
top of the ranking despite weaker oil prices. It is sometimes said that Norway achieves and maintains its
high happiness not because of its oil wealth, but in spite of it. By choosing to produce its oil slowly, and
investing the proceeds for the future rather than spending them in the present, Norway has insulated itself from the boom and bust cycle of many other resource-rich economies. To do this successfully requires high levels of mutual trust, shared purpose, generosity, and good governance, all factors that help
keep Norway and other top countries where they are in the happiness rankings.
Going back to the year 2003, we discover that Nigeria was actually ranked the happiest country in the
world with Mexico and Venezuela following. Nigeria in 2003 was by no means a luxury landscape. Political unrest divided the country and access to clean supplies was constricted. However, through all this
the people of Nigeria still found a way to be optimistic - so optimistic, in fact, that when asked by a census, 92% of Nigerians reported that they would never want to leave their country. One of the more interesting sides of this argument is the Venezuelan part. Today, Venezuela is in the midst of a massive civil
war where even roaming the streets could get you killed. However, this was not always the case. In 2003
good times were abundant. Fifteen years is generally not considered as a long time. Fifteen years is a
little older than most of us, considered the blink of an eye for most adults. Nowadays, Venezuela is
ranked 82nd in happiness and has been dropping constantly.
There are millions of various factors that define us and make us who we are. Intelligence and
honesty to name a few but rarely do people notice that the factor that truly defines us is our happiness.
For most people, happiness is nowhere near the top spot of their list of priorities with concepts like money beating happiness by miles. However, we are now starting to realize that these ideas fade away after
time but in periods of darkness, we rely on our happiness to guide us.
http://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/2672216
http://www.worldhum.com/features/how-to/how-to-eat-fried-tarantulas-in-cambodia-20091201/
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Contest Fun Page!!
Charlotte Atkinson and Ashley Ford, Staff Writers

The Patriot Press will be sponsoring contests in our editions. Our first puzzle contest is below. If you
think you know what this puzzle means, please write it on a slip of paper with your name and grade level, then place it in the purple box found in the office. A prize will be awarded to the correct entrant. If
there are multiple correct entries, one winner will be randomly selected.

3x5= Class
6x8= Dignity
4x9= Charm

Who are the Patriot Press Staff?
Editors and Writers: Chethan Magnan and Audr ey Zhang
Staff Writers: Char lotte Atkinson, Gr iffin Ar tinian, Alyssa Bacher t, Hannah Campbell, Laur a Cencer , Chase
Currie, Aaron Daudert, Ashley Ford, Elizabeth Hartigan, Kaylei Harrison, Shawn Jayee, Sohil Jayee, Smrithi
Kattethota, Akshaya Kannikeshwaran, Ania Sczepanski , Katie Ziparo
Club Advisor: Mr s. J ar y ~ J ar yma@nor thvilleschools.or g

HAVE A GREAT SPRING BREAK!!
Thank you for your loyal following! Look for another
edition of the Patriot Press in June 2018!
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